A Dragons Mark (The Paladin Dragons Book 6)

Aki has lived and trained in the human
world for hundreds of years. Perfecting
martial arts and learning to control his
emotions. After the loss of one love, hed
just as soon fight the Shen for an eternity
before he faced grief once more. On one
foray into the badlands looking for more
portals, Aki finds himself in a battle with
their nemesis and trapped. Cornered with
no way out, he finds his saving grace in a
portal and the woman who took his hand
on the other side. Aki found himself at the
feet of Caye Deveaux and looking up at the
most beautiful woman hed ever seen.
Unable to resist, Aki wanted to be in her
company more and more. By doing that he
put her in the gravest of danger, especially
when the Shen follows him to her home.
Aki was in a battle for his life and her love,
and on the brink of losing the woman who
healed his shattered heart. Caye didnt
expect that taking pictures at the Chihuly
Gardens at night to be anything more than
routine, so seeing a hand reach from the
other side of nothing was a complete
surprise. With the Space Needle above
them, the biggest man shed ever seen fell
to his knees and looked up at her. Caye lost
herself in his emerald green gaze, and now
she was living in the midst of mystery,
magic, and dragons. Akis wounds ran deep,
and each minute with him Caye felt herself
falling for the quiet dragon shifter who
never slept. But the war that he and his
people faced threatened to keep them apart
and put both their lives on the line.
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